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'Eagle to the Son' : The story of Isaiah' is set in Jerusalem more than 600 years before Christ was
born. The novel gives an insight into the life and times of Isaiah and his wife Bethulah, a prophetess.
Their courtship and marriage is depicted sensitively and with humor. Gifted with eagle-like vision
Isaiah is able to see the glory who is Jesus. Seer, statesman, evangelist, teacher and preacher, he
is called by God to give a message which is often rejected. He lives during the reign of five kings,
serving those kings who are men of faith loyally, but scorned by those who have fallen into idolatry.
These are turbulent times with wars and rumors of wars and peoples being carried off into exile by
the cruel Assyrians. To ensure Jerusalem's water supply in times of siege, wise King Hezekiah has
a 1/3 mile tunnel built under Jerusalem, an amazing feat for that era. There are times of joy, with the
Passover Feast being re-introduced with great celebrationsSurrounded by a group of disciples in his
latter years, Isaiah pens his great work to the glory of God.His words resonate down the centuries:
'Unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given' and 'He was pierced for our transgressions.'Also in
the series: Abigail: a Home for God. The story of David's 3rd Wife.
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This book was closer to God's scripture than any Christian fiction I have read. Although some
instances and feelings were from the author's imagination, the important events were just as one
finds in reading the Bible. I commend the author on a book well written. She must be an amazing
teacher.

This was top rated because of ease of reading and clear references. Recommended for each
students of the major prophets. Very emotional and reflective at times . There were moments of
tears when thinking about how good God is to His people to leave us a map to follow. How amazing
such a small nation as Israel is surrounded yet protected and guarded by a higher power today.
How the prophetic is still important today.

I was really looking forward to reading this book, but I found it just ok. What I did like were the many
places the author gave direct quotes throughout the story and marked them for reference. She had
definitely done her homework.

This book was very hard to put down....even when I was sooo sleepy! AND, after finishing it, I keep
thinking back to it. I've been a student of the Bible all my life, and this book made the Book of Isaiah
and his personality come to life sooo much. Nina Gould is obviously a very inspired writer. I look
forward to reading more from her. Also, I rarely read a book a second time, BUT I am sure this is
one that I will read again and again. God Bless Nina Gould for her kingdom service!!!

Nina Gould has chosen to write about a Biblical character, the Prophet Isaiah, of whom more has
been written in and out of the Bible than perhaps any other person in history. A daunting task which
must have taken years to research and complete with the accuracy, simplicity and sympathy
depicted. What a monumental achievement!

The author brought Isaiah alive for me. I could picture him and imagine what it would have been like
to know him. When his wife Bethulah passed away it brought tears to my eyes. The scripture
references made this a special book, and the foretelling of Immanuel's birth and life by Isaiah is
something we've talked about in church often. I highly recommend this book. The only thing

negative is there were several typographical errors, and those should be corrected as they can
change the meaning in some cases.

I find biblical stories fascinating, mostly for helping me see the way people lived, their utensils,
foods, culture, traditions. I thought this was a good story that kept me interested. These are not
entirely accurate as all biblical stories are as there is much to fill in from the small info in the Bible,
so there is much license taken by writers, and that is okay, as long as they stay as accurate as
possible with what is known. These story pictures help me picture better when I am reading the
Bible. This writer did fine...some editing is crucial for these writers...wish they could get the kind of
help they need. But, good story and would recommend for those like me who enjoy this time period.

I so enjoyed this. It brought the bible to life in such a eye opening way and makes it so real. I
recommend this book to everyone. I would love to read more books just like this one.
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